Windows System Programming Using C/C++
Using low-level Windows OS API for maximum
performance, security, extensibility, flexibility
This course examines how to use the Windows C API
to design and develop advanced systems-level software.
The Windows C API has matured and gained a rocksolid quality reputation with modern features such as
threads, symmetric multi-processing, system-wide
object model, powerful networking, asynchronous I/O
and Unicode. The Windows C API is the common
programmatic interface shared by all implementations
of the Windows OS family. There are some differences
in how it behaves on each OS, but it’s possible to create
a single EXE/DLL to run on all OSes. The focus of this
course is the API of Windows [10 (19H1)| Server 2019].

Important features in the areas of the registry, file
systems, security and auditing are discussed. We cover
the many techniques available for inter-process
communication (e.g. pipes, mailslots, RPC and
WinSock). Applications may be made run-time
extensible by the configurable loading of DLLs.
Developers seeking extra performance and more
flexible low-level control over OS system calls will
benefit from writing their system-level application code
in C/C++ and this course tells them what they need to
know to quickly become productive.
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